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Abstract

In this report the use of a Grid-enabled system for performance monitoring of GRID superscalar-compliant ap-

plications is addressed. Performance monitoring is built on top of the OCM-G monitoring system developed in the

EU IST CrossGrid project. A graphical user tool G-PM is used to interpret information received from the monitor-

ing system. We discuss the issues related to the performance analysis of GRID superscalar applications and present

the current work progress with focus on the refinement of existing implementation issues and present the required

changes to the G-PM and OCM-G architecture. At the end a case study of performance monitoring is presented.

1 Introduction

An important role in any distributed system and especially in Grid environments is played by performance monitoring

tools. This is due to the fact that performance information is required not only by the user to get information about

the infrastructure and the running applications, but also by most Grid facilities to enable correct job submission, data

access optimization services, and scheduling. The complexity and dynamics of Grid environments makes that various

entities including infrastructure elements, applications, middleware, and others, need to be monitored and analyzed in

order to understand and explain their performance behavior on the Grid.

The GRID superscalar (GS) [1], an approach to Grid computing, supports the development of applications, in a

transparent and convenient way for the user. Its aim is to reduce the development complexity of Grid applications

to the minimum, in such a way that writing an application for a computational Grid can be as easy as a sequential

program. The idea assumes that a lot of applications are based on some repeating actions, e.g. in form of loops.

The granularity of these actions is on the level of simulations or programs, and the data objects will be files. The

requirements to run the sequential-fashion application on a Grid are expressed as a specification of the interface of the

tasks to be executed on the Grid and calls to GS interface functions.

GS provides an underlying run-time environment capable of detecting the inherent parallelism of the sequential

application and performs concurrent task submission. In addition to a data-dependence analysis based on these in-

put/output task parameters which are files, techniques such as file renaming and file locality are applied to increase the
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application performance. The run-time is built upon the Globus Toolkit 2.x APIs [3]. It is also adapted to work with

Globus Toolkit 4, Ninf-G [4] and directly with ssh.

The above reasons motivated a design of a monitoring facility that supports the development of applications to be

run in the Grid environment using the GS system, to get deeper insight into how an application behaves in such envi-

ronments, to help in its effective and fault-tolerant execution. The dynamics of a GS application execution necessitates

the use of highly reactive tools to catch what is going on with the application. Unfortunately, the existing monitoring

systems which provide off-line access to monitoring data do not allow to analyse and react on-line to performance

problems arising during the application’s execution.

Therefore we have decided to monitor GS applications using a grid-enabled OMIS Compliant Monitoring system

(OCM-G), which was developed within the EU IST CrossGrid project [5] for the on-line monitoring of grid appli-

cations, thus providing the user with far better knowledge of the application behaviour during runtime. Its features

allow to fit it well into the requirements of running an application on the Grid. In order to use this monitoring system,

one needs to instrument their libraries so that each time a function is executed or the execution is finished, relevant

monitoring data can be sent back to OCM-G. The system gathers all the data acquired, it does not interpret it or show

it to the user. This can be done by other tools, which can connect to the monitoring system (an example of such a tool

is G-PM), access the data by issuing monitoring requests and visualize it. OCM-G, however, has the biggest support

for MPI applications, so making it work with GS is not that straightforward.

In this paper, we focus on the implementation ideas of adapting the OCM-G monitoring system [6] to support GS

applications. Its role is to help the user or an automatic facility to decide when a performance problem is encountered.

The original concept of performance monitoring for GS applications with OCM-G was described in [8].

We will discuss what metrics are important to assess the performance of the application. These metrics include

standard metrics (e.g. communication time) as well as application-specific metrics, expressed in a special language

which allows the user to define context-meaningful performance indicators. Our next focus is on the further refinement

of architectural issues of how OCM-G should operate within GS, and its implementation details.

Our next concern is providing a front-end performance evaluation tool based on the G-PM [7] tool which programs

the OCM-G to supply monitoring data and presents them in a meaningful graphical manner. It provides a set of metrics

whose values can be shown to the user allowing for easy interpretation of program execution by giving its important

details.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the requirements needed to be fulfilled to enable monitoring

of GRID superscalar applications. Section 3 outlines the current status of work already done, especially w.r.t. library

instrumentation and GRID superscalar-specific metrics with G-PM. Section 4 provides an overview of the G-PM tool

along with its current limitations. It also shows modifications to the G-PM architecture required to address correctly

the nature of the issue. Section 5 presents some of the problems we have encountered integrating OCM-G and GS.

In Section 6 we show a case study of the use of the monitoring system for an example application. In Section 7 we

overview the functionality of GS Monitor, which is aimed at the monitoring of application execution dependencies,

and its integration with G-PM. Section 8 sums up the results and shows plans for further research.

2 Monitoring requirements for and from the GS environment

The GRID superscalar programming paradigm is based on the master-worker model. The user writes the master

application in a fashion very similar to writing a sequential application. The main difference is that he/she needs to

specify and write functions which will be invoked on the Grid within worker applications. The environment takes care

of producing a ”glue” between the master and workers. Both the master and worker processes need to register in the

OCM-G before doing any real work to be monitored.

In order to monitor the execution of any application, the monitoring system needs to know when specific actions

during the runtime take place. This can be achieved through library instrumentation. The libraries used by the moni-

tored application need to be wrapped into additional code which takes care of notifying the monitor about interesting

events. This way we can receive all sorts of important data, e.g. the execution time of functions. OCM-G provides

facilities for library instrumentation.

The next step is to define GRID superscalar-specific metrics in the G-PM performance tool. These metrics would

mainly have to comprise such values as the execution time of GRID superscalar functions and the number of function

invocations.
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3 Current status of research

GRID superscalar uses two libraries, libGS-master and libGS-worker. They are used respectively in the

master and worker code. In order to instrument any library in OCM-G, a specific *.omis description file has to be

written. This file tells the cg-ocmg-libinstr tool that performs instrumentation which functions to instrument

and in what way.

Therefore we have written, according to the OMIS specification, two files, describing GS libraries. Using these

files and the cg-ocmg-libinstr tool we perform instrumentation. A question that may arise here is: if we have

the GS libraries instrumented, what about the user-defined grid-enabled functions? Well, before every call to a user

function there is a call to the IniWorker() function and after it there is a call to the EndWorker() function.

Bothe of them are from the instrumented GS library, so in order to measure the amount of time a user-defined function

takes all we have to do is to measure the time between IniWorker() and EndWorker(). In case the user needs

more information, there is one option more - to put the worker functions into a library and instrument this library. To

do this, an instrumentation description file needs to be written, where the user can define event context parameters of

his/her choice. This mechanism gives the ability to send any kind of information to OCM-G (it is usually used to send

function parameters). A simple description file can look like this:

int user_defined_func(char *pathname, int mode) {

{

double var1;

double var2;

}

START:

{

var1 = //... some computations

}

string pathname;

integer mode;

END:

{

var2 = //... some computations

}

floating var3 = var1 - var2;

integer RESULT;

}

The above instrumentation sends four event context parameters to OCM-G: function parameters - pathname and

mode, the function result and a user defined event context parameter - var3. The computations defined within the

START tag are performed before the execution of the original function while the computations within the END tag

- after the original function. Making full use of this information in the case of user-defined worker functions would

sometimes require the use of an advanced functionality of G-PM (for instance, to write new, applicationspecific metrics

we may need to use the PMSL language [7]), otherwise OCM-G also provides a command-line tool cg-ocmg-tool

which allows for easy extraction of this data and should be sufficient in some cases.

In order to automate the instrumentation process we have written a script which, using the GS HOME environment

variable, finds the GS runtime and its libraries. Then it instruments them using the above description files and the

cg-ocmg-libinstr tool. The script makes also backup versions of the libraries.

So far we have created ”time spent” and count metrics for the following GRID superscalar functions: GS {On,
Off, Open, Close, FOpen, FClose, Barrier, SpeculativeEnd}. The count metrics represent the

number of function invocations in the program and the ”time spent” metrics represent the amount of time used by the

application to invoke a specific function. Adding new metrics to G-PM is quite easy - usually each one requires just a

few lines of code. G-PM also provides an easier way to define new metrics, which does not require modifications of

G-PM code - they can be created using PMSL - Performance Measurement Specification Language.

One of the problems we encountered was the fact that Grid Superscalar does not pass command line parameters

from the master application to workers. In order to allow the workers to register in OCM-G, they need to have access

to some of these parameters such as application name or address of the OCM-G Main Service Manager. The solution
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we used was writing a script (which we called monGS) through which all monitored GS applications will have to be

run. It uses the GS ENVIRONMENT variable which defines additional data that can be passed to the workers. This

variable can be defined on the master side and duplicated in the worker environments so that workers can make use of

it.

4 The G-PM performance tool and its enhancements

G-PM (Grid-enabled Performance Measurement tool) is an application that connects to the OCM-G monitoring system

and extracts information on the application being monitored. It allows the user to choose appropriate metrics and

display styles in order to observe the execution details of the program.

A problem with G-PM when it comes to the monitoring of GS applications is that it was originally designed

for monitoring parallel applications using programming paradigms other than GRID superscalar. Usually, G-PM

connects to OCM-G, waits for a specified number of processes to register, attaches to them and starts monitoring them.

Afterwards, the list of these processes is never refreshed, thus G-PM cannot attach to new ones. This is presented in

Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The original way G-PM attaches to processes

Whilst being sufficient for the needs of e.g. MPI applications, it is not enough when it comes to monitoring GS

applications. The reason for this is that they are much more dynamic. Worker processes are created whenever the user

executes one of the grid-enabled functions, they are destroyed once these functions have finished executing. Therefore

we may have millions of workers showing up and dying at different moments of a program execution. Also, there are

not any limitations on the amount of time workers might live, because their tasks are defined by the user.

A solution to this problem would be to make G-PM subscribe to the events of process registration. The tool would

be notified each time a new process has registered to OCM-G. Then the latter would attach to the newly registered

process. This would allow to always have an up-to-date list of working processes. This scenario is presented in Fig. 2.

There is also a need to enhance G-PM display modes to explicitly visualize the creation and destruction of

processes and to be able to show large numbers of processes. One of the new G-PM visualization modes is the

space-time diagram [9]. We’re currently working on integrating it into the GS-dedicated G-PM version along with

adaptation to GS paradigm semantics. A simple screenshot of the new mode can be seen in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: The mode of attaching G-PM to processes modified for GS needs

5 Other integration issues

Some of the problems have been solved but new ones arise. One of them is the fact that there might be so many

processes in a GS application that G-PM becomes incapable of visualizing all of them. The user therefore should

have some means to choose which worker processes should be monitored and which need not. This can be solved by

disengaging the automatic instrumentation of user functions. The user would add manually one line of the OCM-G

registration code in the chosen ones thus choosing not to monitor some of the processes. Another (more automatic and

easier from the user’s point of view) solution to this problem would allow the user to define a special file, specifying

the functions to be instrumented with registration code.

Another problem is the instrumentation of one of the more important GS functions: the Execute() function. It

has a variable number of parameters, therefore it cannot be instrumented with any of the available OCM-G instrumen-

tation tools. The only solution we’ve come up with is to use some low-level assembler instrumentation. Unfortunately,

this would be hardware specific, so not very universal.

6 Case Study

Within our implementation efforts, we made use of a simple example application provided within GS binary distri-

bution. It uses the GS environment to simply add integers on the Grid. Its lack of complexity is not important - we

just want to illustrate the process of monitoring. Each GS application needs to invoke the GS On() and GS Off()
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Figure 3: Space-time diagram

functions at the beginning and at the end of work. These functions are instrumented and their relevant ”time spent”1

and count metrics have been inserted into G-PM so we are going to be able to get information on their execution.

First, we start the OCM-G monitor:

cg-ocmg-monitor

This starts the monitor and returns its identifier.

Now we start the application. As command line parameters we have to pass the identifier of the monitor and the

application name, under which it will be accessible to the OCM-G:

./simple --ocmg-appname simple --ocmg-mainsm 959c635d:8bab

All we need to do now is to run the G-PM tool in order to observe the application behaviour:

cg-gpm simple --ocmg-mainsm 959c635d:8bab

Having started G-PM, we can choose some metrics in the measurement definition window, as shown in Fig. 4.

We can also decide to limit measurements to specific hosts, nodes, processes, and functions. Let’s choose for example

the GS On delay metric (Fig. 4), which will show the time spent in the instrumented GS On() and GS Off()

functions.

Now we need to resume the program execution (by default, applications pause their execution after having regis-

tered in OCM-G) and have a look at the measurement display. We can observe that the execution of the mentioned

functions was spotted by GP-M and the relevant time was calculated and shown in a multicurve display window (Fig.

5). This is of course a simple example, but in a similar way we can monitor the time of any instrumented functions.

7 Visualization of GS applications with GSM

When analysing the performance of application execution it is often necessary to correlate it with dependencies within

the application. The monitoring infrastructure of GRID superscalar is enhanced by a monitor (GSM) whose aim is

to visualize the task dependence graph at runtime, so the user can study the structure of the parallel application and

1For convenience we call it ”delay”
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Figure 4: G-PM: defining a measurement for the instrumented functions

Figure 5: Measuring the time spent in the GS On() and GS Off() functions

track the progress of execution by knowing in which machine all tasks are executing and their status. The GSM

is implemented using the UDrawGraph (UDG) [10], an interactive graph visualization package from the University

of Bremen. Just as GRID superscalar, the GSM assumes that the Grid consists of a master machine and worker
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machines. Additionally, for monitoring purposes, we identify another machine, which does not belong to either of the

aforementioned groups, we call it monitoring machine. By design, the GSM should run on the monitoring machine, so

as not to disturb or affect the Grid computation. The GSM can also be located on the master or on one of the worker

machines, if desired.

Figure 6 shows an example of a GSM window, in which the user can resize manually with the graph or even change

the order of the nodes for a better understanding of the dependencies between tasks. This is an easy way to find out the

degree of parallelism of the algorithm previously programmed with GRID superscalar. As the graph can grow easily

for more complex programs, options for stopping the graph generation or for automatically scale / reorder the graph

are provided.

Figure 6: GRID superscalar monitor window

The nodes representing the tasks in the GSM graph area are coloured in order to visually show the current state of

the task, as well as the machine that computes the task. With this colour configuration, the user can easily see which

tasks have dependencies, which ones have their dependencies resolved, the tasks currently running, and the tasks

that have already finished their computation. This is very important not only to monitor the execution of the GRID

superscalar application, but also allowing the user to understand the application cannot achieve more parallelism.

In order to enable correlation between performance measurements and execution progress followed with GSM

graphs, some interfaces developed for the needs of GSM are exposed to OCM-G which captures GSM-bound events

and reports them to the G-PM tool for measurement purposes.

8 Summary

The work on providing the on-line performance monitoring for GRID superscalar (GS) applications with the OCM-G

monitoring system and the G-PM performance evaluation tool is based on a set of requirements posed by GS and

feasible to fulfill by the above tools. The OCM-G attaches to the application processes and provides monitoring data

and other functionality for the tool using the OMIS interface.

In case of GS applications, we need to make some changes to the way G-PM attaches to processes: whenever

a process is created it must be registered in the monitor and a corresponding event sent to the tool, so that it can

attach to the newly created process and monitor it. While the OCM-G monitoring system under discussion provides

facilities for code instrumentation: a scripting language for describing what and how should be instrumented (using

*.omis) and an instrumenting tool which produces an instrumented version of a library, on the front-end level the

G-PM performance tool provides a metric definition language PMSL that enables the user to define an own metric

most meaningful in the context of the application. This metric can be based on the available metrics provided by the

tool and/or so called probes inserted into the application code.
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So far we have:

• written description files for GS library functions

• created an easy way to instrument GS libraries - the instrumentation script

• added new metrics to G-PM, allowing monitoring of GS functions

• solved the worker registration problem by writing the monGS script.

This work has been carried out without modifications to GRID superscalar code and with very slight modifications

to G-PM’s code. We are currently working on further extensions to G-PM, which are aimed at making it well adapted

to GRID superscalar needs, e.g. an advanced visualization of workers’ start-up/destruction.
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